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Observers are able to judge accurately the weight hfted by another person when only the motions of 
reflectwe patches attached to the hfter's major hmb jomts and head can be seen (Runeson & Fryk- 
holm, 1981) What properttes of these complex kinematic patterns allow judgments of wetght to be 
made 9 The pattern of vanaUon m veloctty of the hfied object over posmon ~s explored as a source of 
mformat~on for wetght It ts found to provtde hmtted mformat~on How are variations m kmemaUc 
patterns scaled to allow judgments of wetght, a ionet~c quanUty9 The posstbd~ty of a source of m for- 
mauon for scaling in the Ionematlcs ts mvesUgated Judgments based only on patch-hght chsplays 
are accurate to a degree that is ,reproved by an extrms~c scahng basts Fmally, the sensttlvaty to 
scaling of alterna)ave metrics used m judging ts explored Intrlnstc metrics are dtscovered to be less 
sens~ttve to the absence of an extrlnstc basts for scahng 

Observers are able to judge with good accuracy the amount 
of  weight be|ng hfted by another person when only the motions 
of  reflectwe patches attached to the htter's major hmb joints 
and head can be seen (Runeson & Frykholm, 1981). How is 
th~s possible? Runeson and Frykholm (1981, 1983) suggest that 
umque patterns of  moUon result from mechan|cal constraints 
on the hfter's acUvlty They have formulated a principle called 
KSD, or kinematic spec|fication of  dynamics, which states that 
lonemat~c patterns specify to observers varmt~ons in the values 
of  dynamic factors. Further, Runeson and Frykholm (1983) 
propose that the mformatwe value of lonemaUc properties of  
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human motion is ensured by design properties of  the action sys- 
tem They review exqdence for an emerging understanding of  
action systems as talong advantage of physical orcumstances m 
the interests of  efficiency of  both control and metabohc energy 
consumption The evidence suggests that control is effected 
through relatwely chscrete changes m dynamic properties of  the 
actuators such as stiffness or ~mpedence (Blzzl, 1980; Blzzl, 
Chapple, & Hogan, 1982, Cooke, 1980; Greene, 1982, Hogan, 
1982; Kelso & Holt, 1980, Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980; 
Stem, 1982) If control architecture is coordinated with and 
paras|tic upon the dynamics of the motor and skeletal anatomy, 
then factors that modulate the dynamics generating a motion 
may be specified in the motion that results. This, m brief, is the 
KSD thesis regarding perception of  human actlxqty. 

KSD is a prlnople that acknowledges the existence of  a hith- 
erto unrecognized class of  perceptual properties, namely dy- 
namic factors. For research, the prlnople simultaneously delin- 
eates a new class of  perceptual capaoty to be explored for par- 
ticular instances and provides a strategy for finding theorelacal 
accounts in specific cases. The strategy is to investigate the rela- 
tion between lonematlc patterns and dynamical orgamzataon m 
an event, on the one hand, and to investigate the relation be- 
tween kmemaUc pattern and perceptual ability on the other. 
Gwen evidence that a part|cular dynamic property of  some 
event ~s apprehended by observers, a problem ~s to d~scover the 
kmemauc propert|es specifying its presence. Only ff we know 
these can we work backward to an understanding of  the con- 
stralmng dynamics and, thence, to the scahng relation between 
kinematic properties and the dynamxc factor. In Runeson and 
Frykholm's (1981) experiment, lifters hfted a box from the floor 
to waist level. Runeson and Frykholm (1983) describe three l<l- 
nemattc properties that might enable observers to judge hfted 
weight. The first two revolve leans performed to preserve bal- 
ance during the hft. A third kinematic property revolves the 
trajectory of  the hfted object. Runeson and Frykholm (1983) 
point out that the speed at which the box is lifted can be vaned 
and that a hfter may attempt to make the box look heavier by 
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lll~tlng it more slowly. Because this aspect of a lift seems to be 
under vohtlonal control, R fails to meet the cnterm guarantee- 
mg KSD for human actmn and thus, according to Runeson and 
Frykholm, can not be counted among informatwe kmemaUc 
properties Their study of deceptive retention showed that ob- 
servers were able to see through the attempts at decepUon and 
to detect with fair accuracy both the actual weight of the box 
hfted and what the weight was supposed to be accorchng to the 
deception Runeson and Frykholm suggest that the kanematlc 
properties originating from the balance maintenance constraint 
allow the actual weight to be detected despite attempted decep- 
tion However, they also note that slower hfts performed m an 
attempt to imitate hfts of heavy weight are effectwe m convey- 
mg heavmess 

Because the deceptive mtentmn ts conveyed successfully, de- 
ceptwe movements must, at least, approximate some kinematic 
property of hfts that varies with the amount of weight hfted. 
The question is, what is that property? Runeson and Frykholm 
refer, in this regard, to the speed of the hft suggesting that heav- 
ier weights are hfted more slowly. However, the "speed" of hfi 
is ambiguous This could mean eRher the average velocRy of the 
box over the hft or the peak velooty reached by the box during 
the lift The two could vary independently m hfts. 

An alternatwe to "speed" ~s a specific pattern of variation 
m velooty over the course of a hftlng molaon. Runeson (1974) 
discovered that observers are able to Identify speofic forms of 
moUon of an object along a path. For instance, an impact-like 
event can be dlstmgmshed from constant force morton (Brag- 
ham & Runeson, 1983). The lonematlc property allowing lden- 
tlficatmn is the form of the morton as expressed on the phase 
plane, | that is, the specific pattern o f  vartatzon in veloctty o f  a 
movmg object over dtsplacement 

The kmemaUc form of a lifting movement ~s different from 
the speed of a hft because the speed can be scaled without 
change of kinematic form. (See, e.g, Hollerbach & Flash, 
1982.) 2 Varying the average velocity or the total duratmn of a 
movement within scaling limRs does not affect its observed 
ldent~ty as long as the pattern of relatwe variations m velocity 
over position is preserved (Runeson, 1974). Human limb move- 
ments exhibit characteristic patterns of varmt~on in velocRy 
(Atkeson & HoUerbach, 1984; Greene, 1982). It may be that 
hfters voluntardy performing slow lifts to convey heaviness of 
weight are attempting to imitate some aspect of a change that 
occurs in the Ionematlc form ofa hft with heavier weights with- 
out faRhfully reproducing the entire change 

Might the dynamics of force generation m human movement 
contribute &rectly to the informative value of kinematic pat- 
tern m the v~sual perception of lifted weight? Another reason to 
study the trajectory of the hfted object as a source ofinforma- 
tmn for hfted weight is that it focuses on the properties of mus- 
cle and Rs connections to limb segments as a constraint on the 
form of human movement. The actuators in human movement 
exhibit a collectmn of d~stlnctive properties relatwe to their ea- 
paot~es for force generaUon, for example, the force-length and 
force-velocRy relatmns for muscle fiber bundles, recrmtment 
patterns for muscles, elastic storage capacities of tendons, hga- 
ments, and muscles, and frequencies and amphtudes of contrac- 
tion that exhlbR optimum power output or optimum energy 
consumption (Alexander, 1984; Astrand & Rodahl, 1977; Ca- 

vagna, Heglund, & Taylor, 1977, Fedak, Heglund, & Taylor, 
1982; Giovanni, Cavagna, Citterio, & Jacinl, 1980, Harrison, 
1963; Heglund, Fedak, Taylor, & Cavagna, 1982, Hill, 1970; 
Hof, Geelen, & Van Den Berg, 1983; McMahon, 1984, Taylor, 
1978, 1980; Taylor, Heglund, McMahon, & Looney, 1980) 
These properties constram the commonly observed forms of 
movement in mammals In particular, Harrison (1963) has 
found that specific trajectories correspond to speofic levels of 
maxxmum power output in human limb motion. The complex, 
nonhnear properties of the torque generators as mobihzed by 
the aclaon system operating in a preferred mode may interact 
with specific levels of reqmsite torque in a movement so as to 
produce trajectories that are specific to the torque level. 

To test the possibthty that observers can distinguish among 
hfted weights on the basis of patterns of variation in velooty 
over the course of a lift, I studied one arm cuds as a means of 
isolating variations in velooty during a lift. Balance-preserving 
leans were eliminated during curls by externally supporting the 
body and "freezing out" sway 

A second issue rinsed by Runeson and Frykholm's results is 
that of scahng information. On what basis are observers able to 
scale a kinematic property so as to be able to judge accurately 
the underlying lonetlc value, for example, metric amount of 
weight9 Without a basis for scaling, observers would be able to 
judge only ordinal relatmns in relative variatmns of lifted 
weight. They could say that one weight was heavier than an- 
other, but they could not assign particular weight values. How- 
ever, Runeson's observers accurately judged the metric values 
of weight. Runeson and Frykholm apparently provided the ba- 
sis for scaling by including a standard in their experimental de- 
sign. Observers were shown a sample midrange hft and told the 
correct value of the weight prior to each block of five judgment 
trials Traditionally, the value attached to a standard in magni- 
tude estimation is arbitrary (Gescheider, 1976, Stevens, 1975). 
However, the standard in Runeson and Frykholm (1981) was 
assigned a nonarbltrary value on the metric scale of weight that 
apparently indexed the appropriate scale for subsequent judg- 
ments. On the assumptmn that the standard prowdes the enUre 

' The "phase plane" is a graph of velocity versus position See, for 
example, McGmms and Newell (1982) and Nelson (1983) 

2 Hollerbach and Flash (1982) demonstrate velooty scahng wRhout 
change of form m a velocRy-Ume plot, however, the present study re- 
volves the form ofa velocRy-posRlon plot. What are the essennal prop- 
erues that might chsnngmsh among phase plane forms9 Can&dates m- 
dude symmetry properties, the number of cnUcal points m the curve, 
and the specific behavmr of various denvaUves along the curve prowd- 
mga local description of its shape (O'Neill, 1966) Phase plane curves 
for human hmb movements typically are unlmodal vath a single point 
of mflectmn, bilateral symmetry, and restricted vanaUons along the 
curve m both curvature and rate of change of curvature Peak velooty 
of movement is represented by the height of the velocRy-poslUon curve 
at the mflecUon point Tins height can be scaled to a degree determined 
by the amphtude wRhout appreoable change m the curvature or rate 
of change of curvature along the curve By contrast, a change m lane- 
maUc form could mean allowing the rate of change m curvature to m- 
crease sharply at points bounding a porUon of the curve along winch 
curvature approaches zero The resulting curve would look more hke a 
square than a sem~orcle 
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basis for scaling, the displays would specify only ordinal re- 
lations among lifted weight values. 

However, the assumption that a standard could provide the 
entire basis for scaling cannot be correct. Weight Is measured 
on a ratio scale. In scaling ordinal relations among weights so 
that ratio scale values can be specified, both the size of intervals 
between successwe weights and the size of the chstance between 
any one particular weight in the range and zero must be deter- 
mined A standard could provide a basis for the latter. However, 
the standard could not provide a basis for scaling the size of 
intervening intervals. Therefore, gwen Runeson and Fryk- 
holm's results, the displays must, at least, provide a basis for 
scaling the successwe intervals between ordered weight levels. 
Gwen th~s necessity, the following question arises: Do the dis- 
plays contmn a basis allowing the intervals between weights 
lifted to be scaled without simultaneously scahng the weights 
relative to zero? 

In this instance, four levels of scaling can be distinguished as 
opposed to the traditional three levels, as follows: ordinal re- 
lations, for example, A is heavier than B, which is heavier than 
C; intervals scaled for relative size, for example, the chfference 
between B and C is twice the chfference between A and B, mter- 
vals scaled for absolute size, for example, B is 5 lb hcavier than 
A, but C is l0 lb heavxer than B; and ratio scale, for example, A 
is 5 lb, B is l0 lb, and C is 20 lb. Traditionally, the latter two 
levels are collapsed. In the present study, they must be distm- 
gmshed because the standard does not establish the size of inter- 
vals between weight levels. It relates only a single weight level 
to zero. Thus, the absolute size of intervals and the absolute 
distance from zero of the overall relatwe range 3 of weights can 
vary independently, although there is hkely to be some interac- 
tion. The relative sizes of intervals must be determined by the 
kinematics of these displays. The chsplays must contribute as 
well to the determination of the absolute size of intervals, al- 
though the standard might act to constrain their raze further. 
What remains is for the relatwe range of weights to be scaled to 
zero Overall, the standard may provide merely an improved 
basis for seahng over that avmlable in the displays 

More generally, the second question addressed in this re- 
search ~s as follows. To what extent ~s the basis for scaling that 
must exist in the observed chsplays improved by the experi- 
menter through provision of a standard9 This questmn was in- 
vestigated as follows: Observers were asked to judge lifted 
weight in patch-light displays without the benefit of a standard 
trial. Subsequently, the judgment task was repeated with the in- 
clusion of a standard in the design. The effect of scahng between 
the display-only and display-with-standard con&taons was 
tested by examimng variations in the accuracy of judgments. 

W~thln the context of the question of accuracy and bases for 
scahng, a third Issue was mvestagated, namely the sensitivity of 
alternatwe metrics to changes in the bases of scahng that might 
be used by observers in judging hfted weight. 4 The alternative 
scahng bases include both those intrinsic to the observed dis- 
plays, and thus intrinsic to the lifting activity, and those pro- 
vided extrinsically by the experimenter. Metrics intrinsic to the 
hfting may be less sensitive to the presence or absence of extrin- 
sic scahng bases than is an extrinsic metric hke the pound or 
kilogram Three metrics varying in the standard used to estab- 
hsh size of umts were used The first was the British scale of 

weight in which the unit IS the pound. 5 The standard for the 
second was the maximum weight that an observed lifter was 
able to hft m a one-arm curl. Observers judged the percentage 
of effort for the lifter where 100% corresponded to the maxi- 
mum lift. The standard for the third metric was the maximum 
weight that an observer was able to lift m a one-arm curl. Ob- 
servers judged percentage of effort for themselves if they were to 
lift m the same manner the observed weight (Before judgment 
trials, observers were allowed to assess their own hfting abdl- 
ties.) Subsequently, judged weight values m pounds were di- 
vided by the actual maximum weight for the observed lifter 
These derwed percentage judgments could be compared then 
with the two judgments of percentage of effort to reveal relative 
variations as a result of changes in scaling bases. 

Expe r imen t  1 

Experiment 1 Investigates three chfferent factors. First, the 
mformatave value of the kinematic form of a lift was tested in a 
single degree-of-freedom lift Lifters lifted varying amounts of 
weight in one-arm curls performed by using only the elbow to 
move the weight Second, the possibility that a basis for scaling 
this kinematic form is avmlable in the patch-light displays was 
tested by requiring observers to judge lifted weight without and 
with the benefit of a standard In addition, observers judged 
hfted weight with the benefit of the lifter's maximum lift value 
as well as a standard Finally, the sensitivity of different metrics 
to alternate scaling bases was explored by asking observers to 
judge lifted weight along three different measures, weight in 
pounds, percentage of effort for the lifter, and percentage of 
effort for the observer. 

M e t h o d  

Observers judged lifts performed by 3 different lifters Each lifter 
hfted five levels of weight Each lifter performed two lifts wath each 
weight for a total of l0 hfts Each lift consisted of three one-arm curls 
executed consecutively Observers made three chfferent judgments for 
each lift each time it was seen m three different scaling condmons Repe- 
rations of weight levels were blocked within hfter In turn, hfter was 
blocked inside scaling condItaon The three types of judgment crossed 
all blocked factors 

Apparatus A one-handed barbell set was used that allowed the 
amount of weight to be varied m 5-1b increments from 5 lb (2.27 kg) to 
45 lb (20 41 kg). For recorchng, a Sony 1/2-in AV-tape system was used 

3 The relative range of weight values lS ~Ual to the sum of the inter- 
vals between successive weights scaled for absolute magnitude 

4 Scale, meaning s~ze or magnitude, is a property that IS assooated 
vnth other propernes of an event Scahng basts refers to sources ofmfor- 
malaon about scale in an event Metrics involve the act of measurement 
where scale is to be represented and communicated A metric estab- 
hshes units for measurement as well as procedural criteria for applying 
units The results of measurement are subject to variauon, depenchng 
on the relauon between a metric and sources of information about scale 
Consider the light year versus the meter versus stride length versus high- 
way dnwng time as metrics for the measure of distance Appropriate 
domains ofapphcataon for each of these metrics are determined by their 
relation to scaling bases 

5 British system units are used in thejudgment study because partici- 
pants were most famihar with these units 
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w~th a Sony camera and a 19-m black-and-white screen monitor The 
lifters were dressed in dark pants and a dark navy blue hooded pullover 
shirt Strips of light tan maslong tape were attached to this shirt at the 
head, the hip, the shoulder, ,lust above and below the elbow, and ,lust 
above the wrist Maslong tape also was attached m a cross to a round, 
black, felt-covered &sk, which was attached to the end of the barbell 
lifted Styrofoam was used to fashion a head rest and an elbow rest for 
the lifters 

L#ers Three hfters were employed--one female, 163 cm tall and 
56 7 kg m we|ght, and two males, one 170 cm tall and 72 6 kg in weight 
and the other 175 cm tall and 77 kg m we~,ht All were at least moder- 
ately experienced in fitness actwmes The second male hfter hfted 
weights regularly and had somewhat greater than normal muscle mass 
in his arms 

Recording procedure During the hfts, lifters were required to lean 
their backs flat against a wall with their feet placed so that the heels were 
approximately t 0 m from the wall With the lifter's body weight leaned 
firmly agmnst the wall, the occurrence of any posture preserving sway 
or leaning during the hfts was prevented Lifters wore the tape-bearing 
shirt with the hood pulled up to completely cover the head as seen from 
the side Lifters pos|taoned their head on a fitted styrofoam head rest 
that held their head m an upright posmon. They were Instructed not to 
move their heads during the lifts. Lifters rested their right elbows on a 
styrofoam block, whmh was adjusted to posmon the upper arm parallel 
to gravity Lifters did not remove their elbow from this support during 
the hfts 

The type ofhft performed is commonly referred to as a one-arm curl 
Each lift consisted of three flexion extensions of the right arm in se- 
quence without pause so that the forearm traveled 35"-45" to either sade 
of a 90* angle with the upper arm The barbell was gripped firmly in the 
hand Each recorded lift began with the lifter's holding the barbell with 
the elbow extended to about 135" Just before each lift, the experimenter 
placed the barbell m the hfter's hand Recording then began within 5 s 
The lifter performed the three curls, fimshlng in the same posmon as at 
the beginning After the lift, recording was stopped, and the experi- 
menter immediately relieved the lifter of the weight LiRs were tamed at 
least 2 mm apart m recording sessions to avoid any pronounced fatigue 
effects (Astrand & Rodahl, 1977) Lifters were instructed to perform 
lifts at their preferred rate They were asked to perform the hfts in the 
most comfortable way, gwen the constrmnts of the task, as ffthey were 
to hft all day long 

Each hfter lifted five different levels of weight For each hfter, the max- 
~mum amount of weight that she or he could lift, accurate to the nearest 
5-1b increment, was established on a day preceding the recording ses- 
sion It was not required that the hfter always be able to lift the maxi- 
mum weight successfully threetimes Durmgoneor twoofthe recorded 
hfLs with maximum weights, only one or two full amplitude curls were 
performed successfully, followed by an attempt in which the forearm 
approached the right-angled posmon between forearm and upper arm 
during flexion, and then the forearm extended 

The female hftcr hfted 20 Ib (9 07 kg) as her maxlmum The remmn- 
mg weight levels were 15 Ib (6 80 kg), I0 Ib (4 53 kg), 5 Ib (2 27 kg), and 
0 Ib The 0-1b hfts were performed wtth the felt-covered cardboard disk 
attached to a cardboard tube. The first male lifted 35 Ib ( 15 87 kg) as 
his maxlmum The rematmng weight levels were 30 Ib ( 13 60 kg), 25 Ib 
(I 1 34 kg), 20 Ib (9 07 kg), and 15 Ib (6 80 kg) The second male lifter 
hfted 45 Ib (2041 kg) as h~s maximum The remmnmg weight levels 
were 35 Ib (15 87 kg), 25 Ib (I 1 34 kg), 15 lh (6 80 kg), and 5 Ib (2 27 
kg) Henceforth, these lifters will be referred to as the Max20, Max35, 
and Max45 lifters, respectively 

The lifts were recorded from the right slde of the hfter, with the cam- 
era positioned approximately 4 m from the hfter and at shoulder height 
The zoom was adjusted so that each hfter lust filled the vertical extent 
of the screen from the top ofhls or her head to mld-thigh For each lifter, 

hfts with each of the five levels of weight were recorded two times in two 
random order blocks Thus, each lifter was recorded performing 10 hfts, 
each lift consisting of three curls In addition, a 15-1b (6 80-kg) lift was 
recorded preceding each block of five lifts to serve as a standard 

After the data had been collected, an error was chscovcred in the re- 
cording of displays of Max45 hfter A 35-1b ( 15 g7-kg) weight (fourth 
weight level) had been substituted for the 25-113 (11 34-kg) weight (third 
weight level) m the second block of lifts Thus, observers saw only one 
25-1b ( l l  34-kg) lift and three 35-1b 05  87-kg) hfts For subsequent 
analysis of the data for this hfter, judgments at each weight level were 
averaged for each observer, resultang in a single,ludgment score for each 
weight level per scahng condition and per ,ludgment type 

Observers Nine male University of Conncctmut undergraduates par- 
ticipated as observers All were prod $3 50 for their tame All had been 
famihar w|th the British system of measure smce chddhood Only males 
were allowed to participate because pilot studies indicated that males 
and females might chffer in performance 

Experimental procedure The maximum weight that each observer 
could lift in a one-arm curl was determined These hfts were mmllar to 
those recorded except participants rested their elbow on their hip and 
lifted a box by an attached handle The box was used so that weight 
level could be manipulated easily and quickly by ad&ng or removing 
measured bags of  sand. The resulting weight value was accurate to the 
nearest 5-1b increment Observers were instructed to write thin value at 
the top of each subsequent protocol sheet 

The observers were seated four or five at a tame, 2-3 m from the view. 
ing screen m a normally ht room A 19-in black-and-white screen mon- 
itor was used with contrast and brightness turned down so that events 
were shown as bright patches on a dark background For each lift, ob- 
servers were required to make three judgments First, they judged the 
percentage of effort expended by the lifter (PEL) in hfhng each weight 
One hundred percent effort was defined as occurring when the hfter was 
hftang the most she or he could possibly hft in a one-arm curl. Second, 
observers ,fudged the percent of effort they themselves, the observers, 
(PEO) wouM have to expend to lift in the same manner the same 
amount of weight seen hfted Third, they,fudged the amount of weight 
hfted in pounds (WT) Observers had a very brief period between re- 
corded lifts (approximately 4 s) in which to make and write all three 
judgments Thus, first-impression, intuitive, off-the-cuff ,ludgments 
were encouraged The experimenter announced the begmmng of each 
hft by calhng out the number of the trial for that hfter and condltaon 
In this way, observers knew when to look up for the next trial 

Trials were blocked by hfter within scaling condition. The order of 
scaling condmons was always the same First, in the display-only condi- 
tion, no standard was provided. No mention was made of scaling in this 
condmon, and observers judged the standard hfts along with all others 
All 10 hfts plus 2 standard hfts for all 3 lifters were observed and judged 
m the order Max20, Max35, and Max45 Second, in the display-with- 
standard conchtaon, the 15-1b (6 80-kg) standards preceding each block 
of five hfls were labeled as such on the protocol sheets and verbally by 
the experimenter to be sure that observers notaced them each tame FI- 
nally, m the &splay-with-standard-andomaxhfl condition, the 15-1b 
(6 80-kg) standards were provided again plus the maximum amount of 
weight that could be lifted by each lifter These latter values were written 
on the protocol sheets below the column where judgments for the hfter 
were to be written In addmon, the experimenter verbally reminded 
observers of the corresponding "maxhft" value preceding the set of lifts 
by each lifter Protocol sheets were collected from observers after each 
scaling condition, and new sheets were &stributed 

During the mmal instructions a few randomly selected hfts were 
shown as examples Participants were told not to commumcate with 
each other during the session nor to disclose any other reactions dunng 
the task Observers were gwen no other information about the lifters 
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In particular, no information was provided concerning the sex, size, or 
physical condition of the lifters 

Destgn The main factors were weight level (1-5), scaling (display 
only, display with standard, display with standard and maxhft), and 
judgments (weight [WT], percentage of effort for the htter [PEL], per- 
centage of effort for the observer [PEO]) Lifters (Max20, Max35) and 
repetmon of weight levels (two blocks of five levels) were included also 
as factors forming a five-way 5 X 3 • 3 • 2 • 2 factorial design w~th 
nine observations in each cell The design for the Max45 lifter excluded 
repetition ofwelght levels resulting m a four-way 5 • 3 • 3 • 3 factorial 
design with nine observations in each cell All factors were w~thm 
subjects 

Results and Discussion 

For graphing and comparison, PEO and WT judgments were 
scaled to the observed hfter's capabflmes. WT judgments were 
expressed as a percentage of the maximum amount of weight 
that could be hfted by a hfter Judged weight values for each 
hfter were diwded by the maximum weight actually hfted by 
that lifter and multlphed by 100, that is, WT% = WT% - max- 
hft • 100 These transformed weight judgments (WT) are re- 
ferred to as WT% (weight percent). PEO judgments were scaled 
as follows" The ratio of the maximum weight that could be hfted 
by each observer and by each lifter observed was used as a mul- 
tiplying factor adjusting PEO values, that is, adjusted PEO = 
PEO • (maxhft for observer -" maxhft for hfter) If PEO is ap- 
proximated by (hfted weight - maxhft for observer), then this 
adjustment is (lifted weight - maxhft for observer) • (maxhft 
for observer ~- maxhft for hfter) = (hfted weight - maxhft for 
hfter), which is comparable to PEL. AdJusted PEO values are 
referred to simply as PEO. All three judgments (WT, PEL, 
PEO) thus are expressed as percentages (WT%, PEL, PEO) 
scaled to the observed hfter's capabdmes 

The results are summarized In Figures 1 and 2. Results show 
an overall increasing trend in judgments over increasing weight 
levels. In addmon, PEL judgments remained mvarlant across 
the three scahng condmons, whereas PEO and WT judgments 
changed PEO judgments changed less than WT judgments be- 
cause PEO judgments were more accurately scaled m the first 
scaling condmon. Accuracy ~mproved over scahng condmons 

The first question mvesttgated in th~s experiment was 
whether the lonematlc form of a lift enables observers to distm- 
gulsh relatwe amounts ofhfted weight. The results indicate that 
they can In F~gure 1, all judgment curves for all 3 hfters exhlba 
an increasing trend w~th increasing weight levels A repeated 
measures analys~s of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the 
data for the Max20 and Max35 lifters, with weight level, repeu- 
tmn of weight levels, hfter, scahng, and judgment as factors 6 
Weight level was s~gmficant, F(4, 32) = 136 55, MSe = 1467, 
p < .001, and accounted for the hon's share of the varmnce, 
31% of the total sums of squares 

L~fter was slgmficant, F(I,  8) = 20 28, MS~ = 4060, p < .002. 
L~fter was s~gmficant also in all its mteractmns w~th weight level, 
scaling, and judgment. Because results for hfters are different 
and because the data for the Max45 hfter could not be included 
m an overall analys~s, a separate repeated measures analysis of 
variance was performed on the data for each hfter with wetght 
level, repetmon of weight levels (except for Max45 data), scal- 
ing, and judgment as factors. Weight level was slgmficant (p < 

001) and accounted for the majority of the variance m all cases 
For the Max20, Max35, and Max45 lifters, weight level ac- 
counted for 32%, 40%, and 60% of the total sums of squares, 
respectwely. Thus, the weight level factor is slgmficant and con- 
s~stently accounts for large proportmns of the variance both 
overall and for each lifter 

The second ~ssue investigated m th~s experiment was scaling. 
In this regard, emphas~s must be placed on the fact that the 
displays contribute more to the observers' judgments than the 
mere abdlty to distinguish among increasing levels of hfted 
weight. The relative size of the intervals between weight levels 
was determined by scaling bases intrinsic to the displays In Fig- 
ure 1, the form of all threejudgment curves for each hfter m the 
display-only condition is comparable, as is the form for curves 
across all three scahng condmons There is some change m the 
slope of curves corresponchng to changes m judged amounts of 
weight over scahng condmons--both decrease. However, be- 
cause adjustments m curve posmons and slopes are hmlted, the 
displays must provide the basis for scaling the absolute size of 
intervals between weights and the distances of the range from 
zero w~thm a restricted degree of accuracy 

There is a slope change over scaling condmons m WT and 
PEO judgments for the Max20 lifter The slopes for weight judg- 
ments, plotted versus physical weight in Figure 2, were com- 
puted in hnear regressmns (see Table 1) The slope m the third 
scaling condmon dropped to 0 53 from 1 05 in the first scaling 
condition. This change m slope accompanies a drop m vertical 
posmon of the judgment curve Slopes also decrease for the 
Max35 and Max45 hfters, but to a much smaller degree corre- 
sponding to a smaller change m the vertical posmon of the en- 
tire curve In the separate ANOVAS for the data of each hfter, the 
Weight Level • Scaling mteractmn was slgmficant only for the 
Max20 hfter, F(8, 56) = 3 74, MSe = 1465,p < .002. This result 
indicates that there ~s some mteractmn between scahng the size 
of the range of weights hfted (Le, the slope) and scahng the dis- 
tance of the entire range from zero (e.g., the distance of the mid- 
range from zero) The lnteractmn was not slgmficant for the 
Max35 and Max45 hfters; however, their curves &d not vary 
greatly m distance from zero 

Changes m the size of the range with changes m distance from 
zero essentially stretch and compress judgment curves of other- 
wise relatwely mvanant  form estabhshed m the chsplay-only 
scahng condmon. The vanatmn m the distance of the range of 
judged weights from zero is restricted Heaviest mean judged 
weights do not exceed a value of about 50 lb (22 68 kg). This 
mchcates that the displays alone allow scaling of both the range 
of weights hfted and the distance of that range from zero within 
a restricted degree of accuracy Additional bases for scahng may 
then enhance the accuracy 

In summary, the essentml shape and approximate locatmn 
and slope of the judgment curves are determined by observatmn 
of the patch-hght displays alone For each hfter, changes m 
curves for the different judgments across scaling conditions are 
primarily adjustments of relatwe posmon among curves, with 
some corresponding change m slope These changes reflect fine 

6 The data for the Max45 hfier did not include the repetmon-of- 
weight-levels factor for purposes of analysis and so could not be m- 
eluded m this ANOVA 
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Ftgure 2 Mean weight judgments versus actual weight over three ,Y.ahng condmons for the Max20, Max35, 
and Max45 litters (Dasplay only = +, display with standard = ,, display voth standard and maxhft = x ) 

tuning of judgments allowed by bases for scahng m addmon to 
the bases m the displays. 

In the separate ANOVAS for the data of each hfter, the scahng 
factor was significant only for the Max20 hfier, F(2, 14) = 11.34, 
MSe = 7368, p < .002. Scahng was margmal for the Max45 
hfier, F(2, 14) = 3.65, MSc = 778, p < .054. Judgment was sig- 
nificant for all 3 hfiers, accounting for the largest percentage of 
the total sums of squares for the Max20 hfier (13.05%, p < .001) 
and for the smallest portion for the Max45 hfier (1 81%, p < 
02) However, the Scaling • Judgment interaction was slgmfi- 

cant for all 3 hfiers. The effect was strongest for the Max20 hfter 
(p < .001) and weakest for the Max45 hfier (p < .05). 

Curves for the three judgments squeeze together over the 
three scaling condmons To ascertmn whether each type of judg- 
ment was affected by scahng condmon, a repeated measures 
analysis of varmnce was performed on the data for each hfier 
and each judgment type wRh weight level, repetalaon of wetght 
levels (except for Max45 data), and scahng as factors. The re- 
suits for scahng show that WT and PEO judgments change over 
scahng condmons, whereas PEL judgments remmn lnvarlant. 
Scahng was s~gmficant for WT% for the Max20 and Max45 hfi- 
ers--more so for Max20 (p < 001), accounting for 22% of the 
total sums of squares, less so for Max45 (p < .01), accounting 
for 7 6% of the total sums of squares Scahng was marginal for 
WT% for the Max35 hfier (p < .072). Scaling was s~gnificant 

for PEO only for the max20 hfter (p < 001), accounting for 
14% of the total sums of squares Scahng was not significant for 
PEL judgments for any hfter 

These results indicate that the bases for scahng provided by 
the experimenter m the second (display wRh standard) and 
third (display with standard and maxhft) scaling condmons 
affected the relatwe posRlons of curves representing judgments 
of weight and of percentage of effort for the observer. The effect 
was much weaker for judgments of percentage of effort for the 
observer than for judgments of weight Judgments of percentage 
of effort for the hfter remained unaffected 

That the same trends were obtmned for all 3 hfters observed 
can be seen m Figure l, where the results are graphed by judg- 
ment type. The PEL curves remaan mvanant  over scahng con- 
dRions. WT% and PEO curves both change, generally moving 
down over scaling conditions. WT% and PEO curves change to 
a much smaller degree for the 2 male hfters, Max35 and Max45, 
than for the female lifter, Max20 PEO curves are much closer 
to PEL curves than are WT% curves m the display-only scahng 
condition. The effect of scaling condmons on PEO judgments 
was weaker because those judgments were scaled more accu- 
rately m the first scaling condmon 

The accuracy of weight judgments is shown m Figure 2, 
where mean judged weight values for the three scaling condl- 
laons are plotted against actual weight levels. InltmUy, judged 

F~gure 1 Mean WT% (percentage of weight hRed m pounds), PEL (percentage of effort for hfter), and PEO 
(percentage of effort for observer) judgments over three scahng condmons plotted by judgment type for the 
Max20, Max35, and Max45 hRers (The orchnate is percent and represents the range from 0 to 225 by 
increments of 25, the abscissa ~s weight levels and represents the range from 1 to 5 A hne for 100% is 
marked across weight levels for reference Display only = +, d~splay with standard = ,, display with standard 
and maxhR = x ) 
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Table 1 
L m e a r  Regresszons on Weight  J u d g m e n t s  Versus Ac tua l  Weight  

Scaling condition 

Lifter 

Max20 Max35 Max45 

Display only 

Display with standard 

Display with standard and maxlifi 

Y =  1 05X+ 15 08 Y= 0 73X+ 8 75 Y= 0 74X+ 16 57 
r= 59 r= 58 r= 77 
r 2= 35 r 2= 34 r 2= 59 
p <  O1 p <  Ol p <  Ol 

Y =  I OOX + I 06 Y=089X+394  Y = O 53X +14  05 
r= 66 r= 59 r= 78 
r 2= 44 r 2= 35 r 2= 61 
p<  01 p<  01 p<  01 

Y= 0 53X+ 7 53 Y= 0 66X+ 6 16 Y= 0 54X+ 15 20 
r= 72 r= 65 r= 79 
r 2= 52 r 2= 43 r 2= 62 
p <  01 p <  01 p <  01 

weight tends to be overestimated, but judgments improve in ac- 
curacy over scaling conditions, as shown by increasing values of 
r 2 m Table 1 Weight judgments in the third scaling condition 
are reasonably accurate, w~th a marked tendency to overesti- 
mate hghter weights Computed regression lines had slopes of 
.53, .66, and .54 for Max20, Max35, and Max45, respectively 
Intercepts were 7.53, 6.16, and 15.20, respectively The some- 
what shallow slopes and high intercepts reflect the tendency to 
judge light weights as heavier than they are, that is, light and 
medium weights are more difficult to discriminate. Varmtlons 
in actual weight level accounted for 52%, 43%, and 62% of the 
variance in judged weight for the Max20, Max35, and Max45 
hfters, respectwely. This reflects a reasonable degree of accu- 
racy, considering the apparent poorness of the vmwmg condi- 
tions in this experiment (i e., the strongly restricted motaons of 
a few patches). These conditaons apparently did not reflect a 
strict paucity of information. 

Judgment curves are not linear with weight. The curves are 
flatter at lower and middle weight values, growing steeper only 
for larger relative amounts of weight. Runeson and Frykholm's 
(1981) judgment curves also exhibited a tendency towards a 
shallower slope at lower weight levels. This trend is much more 
pronounced in the present data. 

Close examination of the displays and of the recording proce- 
dure reveals three factors that should be controlled to ensure 
that only the kinematic form resulting from movement at a sin- 
gle jo int - - that  is, only patterns of variation m velocity over po- 
smonmis being tested as a kinematic property indicative of 
lifted weight. First, a reflective patch was attached to the shoul- 
der of hfters m the present study. Some shoulder movement can 
be detected during lifts, particularly during lifts of heawer 
weights. Second, lifters lifted weights very close to their absolute 
maximum. The result was that not all lifts included three full 
amphtude curls To ehmlnate large variations in amplitude, lifts 
should be recorded only with weight that lifters can consistently 
hft in three full amplitude curls. Finally, the wrist joint of the 
arm used to perform lifts was not constrained A brace of the 
sort used to immobihze wrist fractures could be employed to 
ensure that movement occurs only at the elbow of the lifter. 

Exper imen t  2 

Experiment 2 was performed as a replication of Experiment 
1, with modifications in the patch-light recording procedure 
ensuring Isolation of variation in veloclty of movement at the 
elbow as the only klnematm property m the display that might 
vary with lifted weight The resulting judgment curves were ex- 
amined for replicatton of the trend away from hnearity exhib- 
ited in Experiment 1. In addition, only two sealing conditions 
were used, namely the display-only and the display-with-stan- 
dard conditions. Finally, the design of both Experiments 1 and 
2 included repeated observataon and judgment of pateh-hght 
displays over the addition of bases for sealing. A control on this 
repetition design tests whether results attributed to the addmon 
of scahng bases m~ght be attributed to repeated observation of 
displays with perhaps improved detection of an inherent bas~s 
for sealing. In a control task, observers performed the judgment 
task twice with the same displays but mthout  the addition of a 
standard in the second repetition. 

M e t h o d  

Apparatus The recording and weight lifting equipment used were 
the same as in Experiment ! except that a Panasonic camera was used 
The different response characteristics of this camera required changes 
in the lighting and reflecUve patches The lifters were dressed in dark 
pants and a dark black turtleneck shirt Strips of retroreflectave tape 
attached to strips of white linen were pinned around the lifter's head 
and elbow A cardboard disk attached to the end of the barbell was cov- 
ered with wlute reflective paper. Styrofoam was used to fashion a head 
rest and elbow rest as in Experiment 1 Unlike in Experiment 1, these 
rests were visible as bright patches in the display of Experiment 2 A 
115-V movie light with parabolic reflector was placed adjacent to the 
camera directed at the lifter Lifters each were fitted by a pharmacist 
with a wrist brace of the type used to immoblhze wrist fractures The 
brace prevents rotataon at the wrist joint The brace did not interfere 
voth the lifter's ability to grasp the barbell 

Lifters Three lifters were employed. All were male The 3 weighed 
86 k~ 80 k~ and 77 kg and were 188 cm, 180 cm, and 175 cm tall, 
respectavely All were at least moderately experienced in fitness activities 
including weight lifting The first and third lifters lifted regularly, and 
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the third lifter had somewhat greater than normal muscle mass m 
his arms 

Recordmgprocedure The procedure was the same as m Experiment 
1 except for the following aspects Immediately preceding the recording 
session, the maximum amount of weight that could be lifted consis- 
tently m a one-arm curl was determined for the lifter It was required 
that the lifter consistently be able to hft the weight m three consecutive 
full amplitude curls Maximum consistent lift was determined within 5 
lb If required to lift the weight successfully only once or twice, lifters 
might have handled the next 5-1b increment The first hfter lifted 35 lb 
( 15 87 kg) as his maximum; the second lifter lifted 30 Ib ( 13 60 kg) as 
his maximum, the third lifter lifted 35 Ib (15 87 kg) as his maximum 
Weight levels increased by 5-1b equal increments for all lifters Hence- 
forth, these lifters will be referred to as practice, Max30, and Max35, 
respectively, because recordings from the first hfter were used as practice 
trials 

For each lifter, lifts with each of the five levels of weight were recorded 
three times in random order blocks Each lifter was recorded perform- 
ing 15 lifts, each hft consisting of three curls In addition, a midrange 
weight lift was recorded for each lifter preceding each block of five hfts 
to serve as a standard The standard for the practice lifter was 25 lb 
( 11 34 kg), for the Max30 lifter, 20 lb (9 07 kg), and for the Max35 lifter, 
25 lb (11 34 kg) The first block of lifts for each lifter was treated as 
practice trials m both sealing condmons When these recordings were 
displayed in subsequent experimental sessions, the video monitor was 
adjusted so that the head patch for the Max35 lifter could not be seen 
This was possible because this patch was somewhat dimmer than other 
patches in recordings and thus could be eliminated 

Observers Fifteen male University of Connecticut undergraduates 
from an introductory course in psychology participated m the expert- 
ment for course credit For the control task, an additional 10 male un- 
dergraduates participated for course credit All had been famdlar with 
the British system of measure since childhood. 

Experimental procedure These procedures were the same as in Ex- 
periment 1 except that only two scaling condmons were included, dis- 
play only and display with standard Observers were required to make 
the same three judgments as in Experiment 1, namely, weight (WT), 
percentage of effort for the lifter (PEL), and percentage of effort for the 
observer (PEO) However, 100% effort was defined as occurring when 
the hfter was hfting the most he could lift consistently in three consecu- 
tive full amplitude one-arm curls The displays were always shown in 
the order of practice hfter, Max30 lifter, and Max35 lifter in the two 
scaling conditions, display only and display with standard 

For the control task, the procedure was the same as above w~th two 
exceptions The first is that no standard was provided in either scaling 
condition Thus, scaling condmons become simply repetmons The sec- 
ond difference is that observers were required to make only two judg- 
ments for each lift percentage of effort for the hfter (PEL) and percent- 
age of effort for the observer (PEO) Observers were not instructed to 
judge the amount of weight lifted With no scahng standard provided, 
this task could have become very frustraUng. Th~s ~s paracularly true if 
one were attempting to judge weight values Because the questions 
posed in th~s experiment could be assessed by way of the PEL and PEO 
judgments alone, the weight judgments were excluded so as to avoid 
frustrating participants so much as to affect their diligence m perform- 
mg the task 

Design The mare factors were weight level (1-5), scaling (chsplay 
only, display w~th standard), and judgment (WT, PEL, PEO) Lifters 
(Max30 and Max35) and repetmon of weight levels (two blocks of the 
five weight levels) were included also as factors forming a five-way 5 • 
2 • 3 • 2 • 2 factorial design w~th 12 observations in each cell All 
factors were w~thm-subjects 

For the control task, the design was the same except that the second 
scahng factor was also display only, and judgments were PEL and PEO 

for a five-way 5 • 2 • 2 • 2 • 2 design with 10 observations m 
each cell 

Results and Dtscusswn 

The results are summar ized  m Figures 3 and 4. Results show 
fairly fiat or descending or gently increasing curves for hght- 
t o - m e d m m  weight levels and increasing curves for medmm-to-  
heavy weight levels Results show also that PEL judgments  re- 
mare  mvanan t  over scahng condmons,  whereas PEO and W T  
judgments  change over scahng conditions. PEO judgments  
change less than W T  judgments  because PEO judgments  were 
scaled more accurately in the initial scahng condmon.  Accu- 
racy improved over scaling condmons.  However, accuracy was 
not  as good as in Experiment  1 

For graphing and comparison,  PEO and W T  judgments  were 
t ransformed as described m Experiment  1. The result is that  all 
three judgments  are expressed as percentages (WT%, PEL, and 
PEO), scaled to the observed hfter's capabdmes.  In Figure 3, 
the three judgments  were plotted as in Figure 1 of  Expen-  
rnent 1 

The first question addressed m Exper iment  2 was whether the 
kinematic  form of  a one-arm, one-joint  curl enables observers 
to dlsUngmsh relative amounts  o f  lifted weight Experiment  2 
was performed as a rephcat~on of  Exper iment  1, w~th the pat- 
tern of  varmt~on of  ve looty  at the elbow ~solated as the only 
lonemat~c property available to observers of  these pomt-hght  
displays. The results indicate that  observers are able to discrim- 
inate hfted weight to a very l imited degree. 

A repeated measures analysis o f  variance was performed on 
the data with weight level, repe tmon of  weight levels, hfter, seal- 
rag, and judgment  as factors Weight level was slgmficant, F(4, 
44) = 40.45, MSe = 526, p < .001, and accounted for the largest 
port ion of  the varmnce after umts, 9 41% of  the total sums of  
squares. L~fter as a factor was not  s~gmficant and accounted for 
almost  none (0.08%) of  the variance, however, there was a slg- 
mficant Lifter • Weight Level interaction (p < .001), account-  
ing for 1 22% of  the total sums of  squares. 

In Figure 3, judgment  curves are fiat or actually exhibit a 
decreasing trend over increasing amounts  o f  weight at low-to- 
med ium weight levels while increasing or steeply increasing 
trends are exhibited at medmm-to-h lgh  levels o f  weight Ob- 
servers had difficulty in dlstmgmshxng weights that were o fhgh t  
or m e d m m  weight relatwe to the hfter's abd~ty. However, as 
weight became heavy for a particular lifter, observers were able 
to percewe the increasing difficulty experienced by the hfter m 
performing the hft The judgments  reflect a nonhnear  relation 
between increases m weight and the hftmg capabdmes of  the 
hfter. An anomalous increase m judgments  with hghter weights 
occurs for the Max30 hfter, whose head patch was Xaslble m the 
displays. For some reason, the hfter made very slight nodchng 
movements  once when hftmg the hghtest weight level, and tlus 
apparently affected judgments.  In debrief ing observers re- 
ported (htticulty m discriminating hght f rom m e d m m  weight 
levels This  ddticulty very likely made observers sensmve to sub- 
tie changes A nodding of  the head m tomc neck response might  
be expected to accompany the hftmg of  a heavy weight. Trend 
analyses were performed to test whether a nonmono tomc  or a 
flat-then-rising trend accounts for a greater portaon of  the van-  
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F:gure 3 Mean WT% (percentage of weight hlted m pounds), PEL (percentage of effort for hfter), and PEO 
(percentage of effort for observer)judgments over two scahng condmons plotted by judgment type for the 
Max30 and Max35 hfters (The ordinate is percent and represents the range from 0 to 225 by increments 
of 25, the abscissa is weight levels and represents the range from l to 5 A hne for 100% is marked across 
weight levels for reference Dasplay only = +, display with standard = x ) 

ance. A quadralac trend was tested using trend weights of +2, 
-1 ,  -2 ,  -1 ,  +2. Sums of squares were for Max30 = 9,290 and 
for Max35 = 736. A flat-then-rising trend was tested using trend 
weights o f - l ,  - l ,  - l ,  0, and +3. Sums of squares were for 
Max30 = 12,214 and for Max35 = 2,716. In both cases, the flat- 
then-nsmg trend accounts for a larger portion of the vartance. 

The second ~ssue addressed in this experiment was scahng. 
As in Expenment l, the essentaal form of all judgment curves 
is lnvarlant across both scaling conditions and judgment types, 
indicating that whatever basts there is for scahng, the relative 
range of the kmetac values is avmlable In the ionematlc form 
itself. AdJustments m the posmon of judgment curves relative 
to one another occurred over the adchtton of a standard as a 

bas~s for scahng. In ANOVA, the scahng factor was significant, 
F(I,  11) = 11.91, MSe = 3568, p < .006. Judgment was slgmfi- 
cant, F(2, 22) = I 1.29, MSe = 3703, p < ,001; however, the 
scaling by judgment interaction was also significant, F(2, 22) = 
14 52, MS, = 880, p < 001. In Figure 3, curves for the three 

judgments squeeze together over scahng conditions. 
To reveal whether each judgment type was affected by scaling 

concht~on, a repeated measures analysis of variance was per- 
formed for each judgment (WT%, PEL, PEO) with weight level, 
repetmon of weight levels, hfter, and scaling as factors. Once 
again, lll~er was not significant and accounted for none or al- 
most none of the variance m all judgments. Scahng was signifi- 
cant for weLght judgments, F( l ,  I l) = 16 30, MS~ = 2932, p < 
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Ftgure 4 Mean weight judgments versus actual weight over two scaling condmons for the Max30 and Max35 
lifters (Display only = +, display with standard = x ) 

002, accounting for 14 96% of the total sums of squares. Scal- 
ing was significant also for PEO judgments, F(l ,  l 1) = 10.23, 
MS~ = 198 l, p < .009, accounting for 6.19% for the total sums 
of squares However, scaling was not sigmficant for PEL judg- 
ments, accounting for almost none (0.01%) of the total sums of 
squares 

The trend over scaling condmons for each judgment type is 
apparent m Figure 3, where judgments are graphed by judg- 
ment type over scaling conditions Both WT% and PEO judg- 
ment curves move downward over scaling condmons, whereas 
PEL judgment curves remmn mvanant  PEO curves are scaled 
more accurately m the mltlal scahng condition and thus are 
affected more weakly by the addition of an extrinsic scahng ba- 
s~s as reflected m the smaller proporhon of the total sums of 
squares for scaling accounted for by PEO judgments. These 
scaling results rephcate those of Experiment I and thus hkew~se 
indicate that addlttonal bases for scahng provided by the experi- 
menter merely allow judgments based on the d~splays to be fine- 
tuned. Judgments using intrinsic metrics are affected less by the 
addmon of an extrinsic scahng basis than are judgments using 
an extrinsic metric. 

The control task was performed to investigate the possibility 
that scahng effects might be a result of repeated v~ewmgs of the 
same d~splays, allowing observers, by wrtue of practace, to de- 
tect better bases for scahng contmned in the displays. The re- 
sults indicate that this is not the case. PEO judgment curves 

were separated from and d~d not move toward PEL judgment 
curves over repeated v~ewmg condmons 

A repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on 
the data with weight level, hfter, repetition, judgment, and repe- 
tmon of weight levels as factors As before, weight level was slg- 
mficant, F(4, 36) = 27 39, MS, = 333, p < 00 l, accounting for 
11 75% of the total sums of squares. Lifter was slgmficant, F(1, 
9) = 39.33,MSe = 178,p < .001 Judgment was significant, F(1, 
9) = 29.48, MSr = 929, p < .001. PEL and PEO curves are 
separated m both repetmons. Repetmon was slgmficant, F(1, 
9) = 8.23, MSr = 692, p < 05 The Repetmon 5< Judgment 
interaction was not s~gmficant 

Because the repetition factor was s~gmficant, separate analy- 
ses were done for each judgment type to determine whether 
each was affected over repetitions. Weight levels, hfter, repeti- 
tion, and repetmon of weight levels were entered as factors 
Repetition was slgmficant for both PEO and PEL. For PEO, 
F(l ,  9) = 7 02, MSr = 309, p < .05 For PEL, F(1, 9) = 7.75, 
MSr = 467, p < .05 Examination of mean judgments for PEL 
and PEO m each repetmon revealed that curves for both judg- 
ment types move upward shghtly m parallel over repetmons I 
can give no account for this effect PEL d~d not exhibit th~s 
trend between scaling conditions m Experiments 1 and 2. Oth- 
erwise, the curves m the control task are s~mdar to those m 
Figure 3. 

In any case, the judgment curves do not move towards one 
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Table 2 
Lmear Regresstons on Weight Judgments 
Versus Actual Weight 

L~fter 
Seahng 

condition Max30 Max35 

D~splay only Y = 0 30X + 22 53 Y = 0 17X + 24 78 
r = 23 r =  14 
r 2= 05 r ~= 02 
p < 05 ns 

D~splay w~th Y= 0 25X+ 14 33 Y= 0 38X+ 16 12 
standard r = 32 r = 46 

r z= 10 r ~= 21 
p <  01 p <  01 

another as reflected m the nonsignlficance o f  the Repeti t ion • 
Judgment  interaction in ANOVA. Thus, it can be concluded that 
scahng effects produced in Experiments 1 and 2 can be attrib- 
uted to the addition of  bases for scahng as previously described. 

The control task aside, the accuracy of  the weight judgments  
m Experiment  2 is shown in Figure 4, where mean judged 
weight values for the two scaling conditions are plotted against 
actual weight levels. As indicated by increasing r 2 values shown 
m Table 2, accuracy does improve somewhat over scahng condi- 
tions Overall, however, accuracy in judging amounts  o f  lifted 
weight is not  very good This is not to say that judgments  are 
entirely laclong accuracy. To the contrary, there is some degree 
of  accuracy m the judgments  as shown by results o f  l inear re- 
gressions, and thus there must be some mformatwe value in this 
lonematlc  property for the judgment  o fh f t ed  weight However, 
accuracy m Experiment  2 is not  as good as in Experiment  1 
The r 2 values are lower in Experiment  2, and judgment  curves 
are shallower. The difference is obvious especially for hght-to- 
m e d m m  levels o f  weight where inaccuracy increases considera- 
bly m Experiment  2. Movements  at the shoulder and wrist vtsl- 
ble m the displays of  Experiment  1 were ehmmated  from the 
displays of  Experiment  2 The r m results indicates 
that movements  at these joints  consUtute useful information for 
the amount  o f  weight hfted m a one-arm curl. 

An interesting d~fference between the curves m Experiment  
1 and those m Experiment  2 m the final scahng condit ion is that 
the judgments  m Experiment  l approach 100% effort for the 
heaviest weight lifted, whereas those m Experiment  2 approach 
only 70% or 80% effort for the heaviest weight In Experxment 
2 as opposed to Experiment  l, hfters were not  allowed to lift 
weights close to the heavaest weight that they could hft. Rather, 
the heaviest weights hfted were those that hfters could hft con- 
sistently a number  of  Umes. Observers on average judged these 
to be o f  about  80% effort despite hawng been instructed to judge 
100% effort as the most a hfter could hft consistently m the 
curls Th~s result indicates that observers are sensitive to the 
relatwe level o f  d~fficulty experienced by a hfter m hfting a 
wesght 

E x p e r i m e n t  3: T h e  K i n e m a t i c  F o r m  O f  O n e - A r m  Cur l s  

The kinematic form of  one-arm curls was measured and 
compared,  as a source o f  reformation about  lifted weight, with 

perceptual judgments  from Experiment  2 The kinematics o f  
one-armed curls performed by 2 different hfters with five 
different amounts  o f  weight were recorded Posmon versus t ime 
data were collected directly. Subsequently, velocities and accel- 
erations were computed  with filtered data. Graphs  o f  velocity 
versus position and of  acceleration versus position were com- 
pared vath perceptual judgment  curves from Experiments  2 
The object of  the comparison was to discover changes in the 
lifting motion,  as revealed in kinematic descriptions, that corre- 
spond to changes detected by observers, as revealed by percep- 
tual judgment  curves In both cases, the changes correspond 
nonhnearly to changes in the amount  o f  weight being hfted 
from relatively light weight to the heawest weight that a lifter is 
able to lift in the prescribed manner. Correspondence between 
changes in recorded lonemat lc  forms and changes m perceptual 
judgment  IS interpreted as evidence that these kanematlc forms 
are detected by observers and used by them to make the re- 
quired judgments  

M e t h o d  

A p p a r a t u s  Apparatus designed by the author was built by Lars-Erlk 
Larsson at the Psychology Department of the Umverslty of Uppsala, 
Sweden The apparatus consisted of a surface upon which the hfier 
stood whde leaning upon a vertical back support Attached to the back 
support were a fitted styrofoam head rest and elbow rest The surface 
upon which the htter stood was adjustable for varying hfter height Ap- 
proximately I/2 m below this surface was an adjustable lever arm fixed 
at one end to an axis of rotation situated on a plumb hne d~rectly below 
the axis of rotation of the lifter's elbow The lever arm could be adjusted 
m length to match the length of the hfter's forearm and hand from the 
elbow to the knuckle Standard barbell weights were fitted onto the dts- 
tal end of the lever arm The weight levels used were as follows 4 25 kg 
(9 37 Ib), 6 75 kg ( 14 88 lb), 9 25 kg (20 39 lb), 11 75 kg (25 90 lb), and 
14 25 kg (31 41 lb) A stirrup handle accessible to the hfter's grasp was 
attached to the lever arm by a rigid rod, which connected to an axle on 
the distal end When the hfter was m place, his forearm was parallel to 
the lever arm, and the whole formed a parallelogram, with the axis of 
rotalaon of the lever arm directly below the elbow and the weights at- 
tached to the end of the lever arm directly below the hand This arrange- 
ment preserved to good accuracy the physleal properties of a normal 
barbell hft All axles were very smooth with low levels of friction The 
mare d|fference was the absence of the centrifugal force at the elbow 
created by the rotating weight, a difference deemed not to affect the 
nature of the one-armed curls performed. 

A potentlometer attached to the axis of rotation of the lever arm pro- 
duced a voltage output proport|onal to the angular poSition of the lever 
arm and thus, due to the arrangement, proportional to the angular pos~- 
laon of the elbow The signal was low-pass analogue filtered (Winter, 
1979) with an 8-Hz cutoffand sampled vaa an A/D board on a PDP- 
I !/45 at a rate of 50 Hz In addmon, the samphng was regularly eah- 
brated for drift m the signal 

Before the data were dlfferenttated to derive velootles, they were ill- 
tered using two passes m oppos|te directions ofa  Butterworth low-pass 
digital filter of second order vath a cutoffof5 Hz The data were filtered 
in the same way a second t~me before dlfferentmUng for acceleraUons 

Ltfters Two male psychology students at the University of Uppsala 
parlaclpated m the study as lifters The first student was 180 cm tall and 
we|ghed 70 kg The second was 186 cm tall and weighed 79 kg The 
first partlopant was moderately experienced m general fitness activities, 
whereas the second student was somewhat less fit and hence experienced 
the task as somewhat more difficult overall 

Recordmg procedures L~fters were pos|Uoned for the lifts and per- 
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formed hfts m exactly the same manner as descrtbed in the recordmg 
procedures for Experiment 1 The only dtfference was that hfters 
grasped and hfted the stirrup handle of the apparatus rather than an 
actual barbell The range of weight included to an accuracy of the near- 
est 2 5 kg the heavtest wetght that the first hfier was able to hft consts- 
tently three ttmes m each hft The first curl ofthe three m a hft will not 
be included m thts analysts because the condmons of lift were somewhat 
dtfferent than m Experiments 1 and 2 Lifts m Experiments 1 and 2 
began with the htter holding and supportmg the weight of the barbell 
The hfts m the present study began with the stirrup handle, and thus 
the weight, sitting on an adjustable support from whtch at was hfted by 
the hfier For the purposes of the present study, the analysts will focus 
on the second curl as bemg representattve of variations m the IonemaUcs 
of the three curls in these lifts 

Lifters hfted the five dafferent levels ofwetght four ttmes each m four 
random-order blocks, resulting m a total of 20 hfts The first 10 of these 
will be used for thts analysts Fmally, the range ofwetght levels was held 
constant over different hfters rather than being adjusted to each hfter's 
abfllttes The result as that the range fits the first parttctpant as destred, 
but ~t exceeds the capacmes of the second hfler, ieaxang only four wetght 
levels reside hts range including the heavtest wetght that he could lift 
conststently 

Results and Dtscusston 

Figures 5 and 6 contain phase plane portraits of one-arm 
curls recorded for the 2 male lifters. These portraits are remark- 
ably regular. They exhibit a marked bilateral symmetry that is 
slightly stronger for left-right halves than for top-bottom 
halves. Aside from the lnlttal plclong up and setting down of the 
weight, the lift trajectory follows a very regular and repeatable 
course, tracing over Itself as the cycle of the curls repeats. 

The kinematic property detected by observers m this study is 
revealed in these graphs as a qualltatwe change that occurs over 
weight levels m the shape of the orbtt constituting the phase 
plane trajectory of the one-arm curl As long as the weights are 
relatively light, the orbit maintains a rounded symmetrical 
shape. When the weight gets heavy, the top part of the orbit rep- 
resenting the upward motion of the lift shows a flattening. This 
flattening corresponds to a drop in the peak velocity occurring 
when the forearm is near or at 90* with respect to the upper 
arm At this posltaon, movement directly opposes the action of 
gravity, and the mechanical advantage of the force opposing 
movement is greatest. 

Angular acceleration versus angular d~splacement graphs 
corresponding to the phase plane portratts of Lifter 1 appear 
in Figure 7. Similar graphs (not shown) were produced for 
Lafter 2 

The qualitative change in the phase plane portrmts associated 
with the heaviest weight lifted is reflected in the acceleration 
versus displacement graph by a shallower slope at zero accelera- 
tion midway through flexion. 

For analysis, various values were picked off of these velocity 
and acceleration graphs. For the second curl in each lift, these 
values were plotted versus weight levels for each of the 2 lifters. 
Figures 8-11 contain graphs for durations, amphtudes, peak 
accelerations, and peak and average velocities From inspecting 
these graphs and comparing them w~th the perceptual judgment 
curves of Experiments 1 and 2, It Is apparent that the graphs 
for peak and average flexion velocity and for duration of flexion 
movement best predict the judgment curves Amplitudes re- 

mare fairly constant over weight levels Although peak accelera- 
tions might vary somewhat with the amount of weight being 
hfted, the linear form of these curves does not reflect the form 
of the judgment curves. 

These kinematic measures are compared most appropriately 
as sources of information with the perceptual judgments of Ex- 
periment 2 because the displays in Experiment 2 Included only 
movements around the elbow and only full amplitude curls In- 
dependently for each of the 2 lifters in Experiment 3, corre- 
lations were performed comparing each of the lonematlc mea- 
sures on flexion movements with PEL judgments for both the 
Max30 and Max35 lifters from Experiment 2 PEL judgments 
from the first scahng condmon (display only) were used These 
are representative of all judgment curves in Experiment 2 be- 
cause PEL curves remained lnvarlant over scaling conditions 
and because other judgment curves reflected the form of PEL 
curves. In Experiment 3, values corresponding to only four 
weight levels were obtamed on lonematlc measures for Lifter 2 
These values were paired with PEL values corresponding to the 
highest four weight levels in Exper|ment 3 Pearson's r values 
are shown in Table 3 The pattern of correlations supports the 
hypothesis that the change in kinematic form is the source of 
Information in the displays Taken together, the lonematlc mea- 
sures provide a crude description of the change in kanematlc 
form occurring over levels of lifted weight These measures 
must be interpreted heuristically and with care The nonslg- 
nlficance of the correlations for peak acceleration, for Instance, 
should not be taken to mean that the behavior of peak accelera- 
tions contributes nothing to perceptual judgments The pattern 
of correlations provides an indication that the style of change 
exhibited in the phase plane portraits corresponds to the pat- 
tern of perceptual judgments. 

No one of the measures used by itself describes the source 
of information adequately For three reasons in particular, the 
source of information would be described insufficiently and m- 
correctly as a drop in peak velocity First, the same evidence 
that might justify a claim for peak velocity also would justify 
claims for total cycle duration and average velocity, both of 
which are defined over the entire amplitude of movement Sec- 
ond, ~t is not merely the peak velocity that drops but a continu- 
ous set ofvelocmes occurring along a continuous subset of posi- 
tions and dropping by an amount that varies according to a 
continuous function of position Use of peak velocity is a heu- 
ristic means of describing this drop Third, and most important, 
the peak velocity ~s a relative aspect of the hftmg event It occurs 
at a specific location along the position and sits in a specific 
relation to the remaining velocmes in the event The signifi- 
cance for observers of a change in peak velocity cannot be evalu- 
ated on the evidence independent of either ~ts location of occur- 
rence or its relation to remaining velocities. Further, the relative 
nonchange of extension velocmes as well as flexion velocltaes 
near amplitude endpolnts can only be assumed to contribute 
equally to the significance of the displays as does a drop m veloc- 
ities in the neighborhood of mldflexlon There is no ewdence 
on which to base a claim for the unique perceptual significance 
of a restricted and lsolable portion of the lift trajectory The 
claim that a change in kanematlc form constitutes the source 
of information is the more conservative hypothesis, gwen the 
evidence, despite its novelty A more approprmte measure of 
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Ftgure 8 Durations for one-arm cuds versus weight levels for Lifters 1 and 2 (The ordinate is time, m 
seconds, and represents the range from l to l 80 by increments of 0 l0 The abscissa is weight levels, m 
kdograms, and represents the range from l 75 to 14 25 by increments of 2 50 Flexion = +, extension = x ) 

change m kinematic form remaans to be developed, probably 
within the domain of &fferential geometry. 

Genera l  Discussion 

These experiments simultaneously investigated two ques- 
tions that emerged from the results of Runeson and Frykholm 
( 198 l) In that study, observers accurately judged amounts of 
lifted weight from the complex kinematic patterns of full body 
hfts. The first question was what properties of these kinematic 
patterns allow judgments of weight to be made. The present 
experiments explored the informative value of patterns of varia- 
tion in velocity of the lifted object over position The results of 
Experiment 2 showed that a l -dr  lift trajectory allowed observ- 
ers to distinguish amounts of hfted weight to a very limited de- 
gree This aspect of the full body lifts performed in Runeson 
and Frykholm (1981, 1983) could not have been the primary 
source of information for lifted weight, given the comparatively 
superior performance of Runeson and Frykholm's observers 
Observers m the present study were best able to discriminate 
amounts of weight approaching the maximum that a lifter was 
able to handle in the constramed one-arm curl. Kinematic re- 
cordings in Experiment 3 revealed that the pattern of variation 
m velocity in the one-arm curls chd not vary significantly over 
hght-to-medmm levels of weight. However, hcavmr weights pro- 

duced a characteristic flattening of the phase plane portrait 
This flattening corresponded to a drop m velocities occurring 
m the neighborhood surrounding half-amplitude of flexion to- 
gether with a lack of change in velocities at remaining positions 
of both flexion and extension The results indicated that observ- 
ers were able to detect th~s change m the lift trajectory However, 
observers' judgments reflected more than an ability to detect 
changes In kinematic patterns The judgments of weight indi- 
cated that variations in kinematic properties of a patch-light 
display were scaled somehow to enable observers to judge values 
of a kinetic property 

The second question emergmg from Runeson and Fryk- 
holm's study concerns the basis for this scaling The results of 
Runeson and Frykholm ( 198 l) demonstrate that some basis for 
scahngjudgments of weight must exist m the kinematic patterns 
of the displays themselves The standard provided by the experi- 
menters might have allowed absolute-interval scaled weight lev- 
els to be scaled to zero, but it could not have bridged the gap 
between ordinal and ratio scaling. The present experiments in- 
vestigated the efficacy of the scaling basis intrinsic to the dis- 
plays, and the contribution to accuracy 7 o f judgment of an addl- 

7 When evaluating the efficacy of perceptual information, it ts ~mpor- 
rant to note that accuracy is an inherently functional noUon Measured 
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Ftgure 9 Amplitudes for one-arm cuds versus weight levels for Lifters 1 and 2 (The ordinate is displace- 
ment, in radlans, and represents a range from -2  to +2 by increments of 0 50 The abscls.sa is weight levels, 
in kilograms, and represents a range from l 75 to 14 25 by increments of 2 50 Flexion = +, exten- 
sion = X ) 

tional basis for SCaling provided extrinsically by the experi- 
menter. The results confirm that the lonematics of the displays 
provide the primary basis for scaling judgments of lifted weight. 
Relative interval scaling was determined by the displays The 
form of the judgment curves determined m the display-only 
condmons remained essentially unaltered m successive condi- 
tions, which included an extrinsic standard. Shght changes that 
effectively smoothed out a couple of the curves m Experiments 
1 and 2 might be attributed to practice at detecting fmrly subtle 
changes in the lonematics of hght-to-medlum weight levels. 

Absolute interval scaling was determined primarily by the 
displays, with slight adjustments sometimes occurring with the 
addition of an extrinsic standard. The results of Experiment 1 
exinblt an interaction between the range of weight judgments 

values may vary within a tolerance region vothout affecting acceptable 
performance in a task in whmh the mformaUon is used Variations m 
functional reqmrements can alter tolerances determining accuracy. In 
the present study, only variations in relatwe accuracy can be considered 
where the tolerances employed are determined by laboratory condi- 
tions UlUmately, the accuracy of perceptual reformation should be 
measured against naturally occurring functional reqmrements 

and the distance of the entire range from zero. Decreases in 
judged weight values over scahng conditions were accompanied 
by a compression of the judged range, leaving relative scaling 
intervals unchanged However, the results of Experiment 2 re- 
veal no such effect. The slopes of judgment curves in Experi- 
ment l were greater than those in Experiment 2, contributing 
to the greater overall accuracy of judgments m Experiment 1. 
The lack of an interaction between slope and height of curves 
over scaling conditions in Experiment 2 might be related to the 
overall shallowness of the curves. The inablhty of obsexvers to 
discriminate hght from medium weight levels appears to have 
overridden any tendency for a decrease m slope to accompany 
a drop m the entire curve. 

Finally, the scaling of distance from zero was determined to 
a degree by the displays All judgment curves m the display-only 
condition fall within a restricted distance from points of perfect 
accuracy Subsequent provision of extrinsic scahng bases fur- 
ther restricts this distance 

The judgment curves are rehably nonlinear m Experiment 2 
despite hnear variations in the amount of lifted weight. Tins 
result might seem anomalous for the KSD hypothesis. However, 
tins is not the case. The key to understanding this hes m the 
following observations The relataon between the curwhnear 
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Figure 10 Peak acceleraUons for one-arm curls versus weight levels for Lifters 1 and 2 (The ordinate ~s 
peak acceleration, m radtans per second, and represents a range from -8  to +8 by increments of 2 The 
absossa ~s weight levels, m kalograms, and represents a range from 1 75 to 14 25 by increments of 2 50 
Flexion = +, extension = x ) 

trend m judgments and the strictly linear trend in weight varm- 
t~ons reflects a nonhnear relation between vanaUons In the 
event kinematics and the parametric varlataons in the particular 
dynamic factor of interest. The hfted weight is only one of the 
dynamic factors contributing to the form of the lifhng event. Its 
relation to and manner of interaction w~th the remaining fac- 
tors determine the relation ofhfted weight to the event lonemat- 
~cs and, thence, to perceptual judgments. 

KSD ~s not a clmm that there is always a unique relation be- 
tween kanematics and dynamics, nor does the validity of KSD 
depend on such a claim KSD says that if and when and to the 
extent that there is a umque relation between kanemat~cs and 
dynamics, then lonematic patterns provide a source of informa- 
tion for dynamic properties of an event. Event kanematics are 
limited as a source of information just to the extent that the 
relation between kinematics and a dynamic factor in an event 
is not unique. 

In general, unique relations can be expected to obtain only 
between resultant dynamic factors and their kmemattc effects. 
One of the mmn principles underlying the Newtonmn approach 
is that a collection of forces acting to produce specific moUons 
m an event can be represented in terms of the action of a single 
resultant force. Proceeding inversely, only the resultant can be 

distinguished in the kinematics unless the contributions of 
component forces are dIstmcUve and fall to cancel For m- 
stance, Independent characterlslacs of the motion of a damped 
oscillator (e.g, a pendulum) reflect the contributions of the con- 
servatlve force (e.g, gravity) and the dlsslpatwe forces (e g ,  air 
and hinge friction) (Thomson, 1972) Gravity keeps a pendu- 
lum oscillating m a smooth, symmetric, and periodic motion 
while friction successively reduces the amplitude of oscillation 
Parametric variation in the amount of friction results in pro- 
porlaonal characteristic changes in the lonematIc trajectory, 
that is, changes in the degree ofdecrease m amphtude 

In contrast, simultaneous proportional variations in two dy- 
namic factors can result m lonematic mvarIance Increasing the 
mass attached to a nonhnear spring hanging in the gravita- 
tional field can alter its oscillatory trajectory, mal~ng it increas- 
Ingly asymmetric. However, increases in mass can be cancelled 
by substituting a spring that is stiffer in proportion and identical 
m other characteristics The result of proportional parametric 
variations in stiffness is a trajectory that is unchanged by para- 
metric variations in mass 

In the one-arm curls, increases from light to medium 
amounts of weight were met by proportaonal Increases In the 
stiffness of the actuators The result was an invariant kinematic 
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Figure 11 Peak and average velocmes for one-arm curls versus weight levels for Lifters 1 and 2 (The 
ordinate is velocity, m radlanS per second, and represents a range from - 2  50 to +2 50 by increments of 
0 50 The absossa is wetght levels, m Iolograms, and represents a range from 1 75 to 14 25 by increments 
of 2 50 Peak velooty, flexion = +, peak velocity, extension = x, average veiooty for flexion and exten- 
sion = * ) 

form and  thus  no  source o f  mformataon  for the var ia t ion  in 
weight However, as weights became  heavy, velocities in the  
ne ighborhood  of  midf lexlon dropped  whale r e m m n m g  veloci- 
ties d id  not  change 

Table 3 
Correlattons Between PEL Judgments and 
Kmemattc Measures on Flexton 

Subject DUR PKVEL AV VEL PKACC AMP 

Llfierl 84** - 76* - 75* - 53 - 23 
Ll~er2 90** - 91"* - 90** - 22 - 81" 

Note DUR = duration, PK VEL = peak velocity, AV VEL = average 
veloctty, PK ACC = peak acceleration, AMP = amphtude 
* p <  05 * * p <  01 

To wha t  migh t  the  reduc t ion  in velocmes at midf lexion o f  the  
lifts wi th  heavier  weights be  a t t r ibu ted?  The  system appears  to  
preserve a preferred t ra jectory over changes f rom hgh t  to  me-  
d i u m  a m o u n t s  o f  lifted weight. Wi th  an  lnva r l an t  velocity pro-  
file, increased a m o u n t s  o f  weight represent  increased power re- 
qu i r emen t s  Eventually, increases in weight mus t  exceed the  
power capabil i t ies  o f  the  system at  mldflexlon,  where  the  lever 
a r m  of  the hf ted weight reaches a m a x i m u m ,  creaUng a maxi-  
m u m  reslsUng torque  As a result,  mldf lexlon velocities mus t  
be  reduced  to allow requisi te  force to be applied. T h e  system is 
compel led  by  power hml t a t i ons  to  move down the  force-veloc-  
Ity curve  to achieve requi red  force levels (See M c M a h o n ,  1984, 
p. 15 for a g raph  o f  the  force-veloci ty  re la t ion and  accompany-  
Ing power output . )  The  velocity reduc t ion  means  tha t  the  mus-  
cles are p roduc ing  high force levels for extended per iods  of  
t ime  The  resul t  is increased fatigue Thus ,  the  change in the  
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lanemat~c form of one-arm curls ~s attributable to a specific 
property of  the actuators m human movement, namely the 
force-velooty relatmn. 

The hm~tatmns of  power output by l imb muscles provide 
some account for the type of  change that occurs m the lone- 
mat~c form ofhffs The pattern of  change maps well to the pat- 
tern of  perceptual judgments. However, scahng of  judgments 
depends on the perceptual s~gmficance of  the lonemat~c change, 
and th~s Is determined entirely by the perceptual s~gmfieance of  
the lonemat~c form undergoing change The kinematic form ~s 
exhibited m the d~splays from Experiments 1 and 2, which are 
readily recogmzed as human wetght hffmg Th~s fact ~s consis- 
tent with the finding that the trajectories recorded m Experi- 
ment 3 are characteristic of  human limb motmn in general Ve- 
looty  profiles s~mflar m shape to those recorded m the hfts have 
appeared m numerous stuches of  human hmb motmn mvolwng 
e~ther one or two joints and varying m amphtude, duratmn, 
d~rectlon, reqmrexi accuracy of final posttton, and hmb move- 
ment through a umd~rectmnal reach or oscfllatmn along some 
path (Abend, B~zz~, Morasso, 1982; Atkeson & Hollerbach, 
1984, Cooke, 1980; Freund & Budingen, 1978; Gachoud, Mou- 
noud, Hauert, & V~wan~, 1983~ Hogan, 1984; Jeannerod, 198 l, 
1984, Kelso, 1984; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980; Kelso, 
Holt, Rubm, & Kugler, 1981; Lestlenne, 1979, Morasso, 198 l,  
1983, Mounoud, Mayer, & Hauert, 1979; Slote & Stone, 1963, 
Soechtmg & Lacquan~t~, 198 l). That velocity profiles hke these 
contribute strongly to the recogmtmn of  human mouon Is indi- 
cated by Johansson's result showing that observers can d~stm- 
gmsh patch-hght people from patch-hght st~ck figure puppets 
m under ha l fo fa  second (Johansson, 1976) However, the pecu- 
hat  characteristics of  the trajectories that enable such peremp- 
tory recognmon remmn to be revealed. 

Umque kinematic characteristics of  human motmn are gen- 
erated by the umque and extremely complex dynamics of  hu- 
man actmn Unfortunately, the dynamics underlying human 
hmb morton ~s not yet well understood. There ~s considerable 
evidence that mammalmn movement ~s orgamzed so that grav- 
ity or the elastic components of the actuators can be used to 
store mechanical energy and return ~t, thereby reducing meta- 
bohc energy consumption (Cavagna et a l ,  1977; Fedak et al., 
1982; Heglund et a l ,  1982; Hofe t  al., 1983; Taylor, 1980) For 
instance, walking ~s orgamzed as a combination of inverted and 
upright pendulums (Alexander, 1977, McMahon, 1984; Mo- 
chon & McMahon, 1980), while runmng takes advantage of  the 
elastic comphance of  muscles and tendons (Alexander, 1984, 
Gmvanm et al., 1980; Goslow, Seeherman, Taylor, McCutchm, 
& Heglund, 1981; Taylor et al., 1980). Such orgamzatmn pro- 
duces preferred frequenoes that reflect the optimal frequenoes 
at which mechamcal energy can be conserved wa the particular 
storage medmm (Cavagna et al., 1977; Mochon & McMahon, 
1980). The preferred frequenoes of  upper limb morton ob- 
served m numerous experiments are around 0.8 to 1.00 Hz 
(Abend et al., 1982; Hogan, 1984; Jeannerod, 1981, 1984; Mo- 
rasso, 1981). The stable and regularly reproduced frequenoes 
recorded m the one-arm curls were m this range. V~wan~, 
Soechtmg, and Terzuolo (1976) d~scovered the resonant fre- 
quency of  the forearm actuators to be approximately 0.8 Hz 
Th~s c~rcumstance leads naturally to the speculatmn that the 

elastzc components of  the forearm actuators are being em- 
ployed to bounce the weight up into the hft on consecut,ve cuds 
The sharp acceleration peaks occumng at the endpomts of  
movement would be consistent w~th th,s type of  organ~zatmn 
The movements of  the shoulder accompanying heavier hfts m 
Experiment 1 provide a further mdlcatmn that use of  passive 
compliance in the actuators contributes to resulting character- 
lStlC forms of  motmn. Taylor et al (1980) have found that reor- 
ganlzatmn of  movement occurs when larger, more comphant 
elastic components are reqmred to store larger amounts of  en- 
ergy m more forceful movements Shoulder movements would 
accompany a shift to the longer two-joint muscles spanmng the 
shoulder and elbow If this type ofreorgamzatlon is indeed char- 
actensUc of  more forceful movements, then this would shed 
hght on the supermr judgments m Experiment 1 In pilot stud- 
les, free-standing hfiers performing one-arm cuds exhibited yet 
further reorganlzatmn, eventually using their entire upper 
trunk to help project the weight into a lift Successive reorgam- 
zatmn of  lifting movements m~ght be mvesUgated profitably m 
future experiments on the wsual perceptmn ofhfted weight 

As should now be clear, the challenge m reahzmg the KSD 
thes~s as a theory m speofic cases hes m describing the scaling 
relatmn between hnemat lc  forms and dynamic factors. When 
event dynamics are described exphcltly in terms of  chfferentlal 
equatmns, each dynamic factor ~s described by a coeffioent (or 
parameter) on a lonematlc varmble KSD may be understood 
roughly m terms of  scahng the values of  these coeffioents 
Thmlang ttus way helps to motivate reference to the relatmn 
between kinematics and dynamics as a scahng relatmn. How- 
ever, ~t does not contribute much to an understanding of how 
speofic kinematic forms might scale to specific dynamic fac- 
tors. Mathematically, the generic relataon between lanemat~cs 
and dynamics ~s too little constrained and too httle understood 
to prowde much guidance s 

More helpful, perhaps, Is the recogmtmn that the ability to 
judge scaled values of  weight is accompamed by the ability to 
ldent~fy the type of  event talong place. This observatmn is rele- 
vant certainly to the results for judgments using alternative met- 
ncs. Judgments using metrics intrinsic to the event being ob- 
served were less sensmve to the addltmn of  an extrinsic bas~s 
for scahng Thesejudgments were scaled better originally. Judg- 
ments of  effort for the hfter were mvanant  over scaling condi- 
trans. Judgments of  effort for the observer adjusted over scaling 
conchuons less than chd judgments of  weight. The reduced sen- 
s~av~ty to vanattons m scahng bases m~ght be attributed to the 
fact that these metrics were based on a scahng property intrinsic 
to the event being judged. Both metrics focused on the hm~tmg 
maximum weight value Th~s value ~s a property characteristic 

s For instance, nonlinear systems have been systematacally studied 
only v, athm the last couple of decades The umqueness of the relation 
between dynamical systems as models and measured lanemaUcs ~s in- 
vestigated within dynamical systems theory as the problem of structural 
stablhty This remmns an open problem See the mtroductmn to Abra- 
ham and Marsden (1978) Developing descriptions of dynamic factors 
within a differential equation often revolves more than simple scahng 
of constant coefficients, espeoally for nonhnear systems Coetficaents 
often are functions in kinematic variables, and the form of these func- 
tions must be discovered before values can be scaled 
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of  the particular type of  event, namely, human one-arm weight 
lifting 

In general, event types relate d~rectly to scale. Restricted scale 
values are intrinsic to specific types o f  events. The s~zes o f  ges- 
uculatmg people and of  trees blowing in the wind fall into spe- 
cifically restricted ranges, respectwely (McMahon & Bonner, 
1983). The same is true o f  plod&ng elephants and scampenng 
mice, falhng ram drops and the waves upon a lake. That  an ant 
can be trapped m a drop of  water by the surface tension ~s re- 
lated d~rectly to the scale o f  the event. It is the scale-specific 
nature o f  event percepUon that made The Fantastw Voyage so 
fantastic and truly a work of  fiction. An understanding of  how 
and when klnemaUc patterns allow events to be ldenUfied would 
take us a good way toward a solution to the klnetac scahng 
problem. 
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